Singapore SeaTech Opens Australian Office

**SINGAPORE** – We would like to introduce SeaTech Solutions Australia Pty Ltd which has started operations from February 2019 to better serve the local Australian Clients. The Singapore parent company SeaTech Solutions International (S) Pte Ltd is one of ASEAN’s largest independent marine and offshore consultants and designers in the Marine & Offshore Engineering and Consultancy Business for the past 20 years with more than 300 unique designs.

SeaTech comprises of staff of over 100 professional Naval Architects and Engineers. Including SeaTech Solutions Australia Pty Ltd, SeaTech now has presences in 10 countries:

- Singapore
- China
- India
- Myanmar
- Thailand
- Japan
- Vietnam
- Malaysia
- Korea
- Australia

SeaTech is committed to assure optimum performance to its offshore and marine clients, through design, innovation and technology.

**Our Engineering/Consultancy Services include:**

- Model Tests & CFD.
- Stability & Load Out Calculations.
- Structural Analysis (FEM)
- Hydrodynamic & Motion Analysis.
- Powering & Propeller Design.
- Mooring Analysis.
- Life Cycle & FEED Engineering.
- Pipe Surge Analysis.
- Shipyard Evaluations.& Tender Assistance, Enquires, Estimates.
- Fuel & Monitoring Systems.
- Shipyard Layouts.
- Energy Audits.
- Transportation Studies.

"With the addition of this new Australian office, we will be nearer to the Clients and be able to respond faster," said Mr. Govinder Singh Chopra, Director of SeaTech Solutions International (S) Pte Ltd, “We are very excited about the growth opportunity in the region, and the establishment of this new office reflects SeaTech's commitment to reach out globally but deliver locally.”

Mr. Phil Kwon, Business Development Manager, Naval Architect (Australia), is the contact person for SeaTech Solutions Australia Pty Ltd.
About SeaTech Solutions International (S) Pte Ltd.

SeaTech is a trusted marine engineering and vessel design specialist. The company excels in the design of safe, environmentally friendly, and energy efficient vessels, evidenced by its track record of over 300 unique designs and more than 400 vessels sailing worldwide.

SeaTech provides solutions that not only achieve designs that are tailor-made and fit-for-purpose but are also user friendly for operators and build friendly for shipyards. The assurance of optimum performance through design, innovation and technology is a tangible benefit that SeaTech’s clients experience.

Driven by the passionate commitment to make a meaningful difference for its clients through innovation and service excellence, SeaTech strives to understand each client’s special requirements and expectations, in order to provide customized solutions that create offshore and marine assets with optimized performance.

SeaTech’s vision is to be “A Sea of Technology” - As a centre for marine and offshore excellence; SeaTech covers the complete set of design, engineering and consulting disciplines in-house with the use of state-of-the-art design software.
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